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Abstract
Proprietary and stove-piped information systems have slowly given way to standardized information management architectures such as the Joint Battlespace Infosphere (JBI) architecture developed by the US Air Force Research Laboratory. However, each independent coalition organization, branch, and/or mission is normally associated with a separate instance of a managed information space that operates in an independent manner. While this is necessary given the different stakeholders and administrative domains, the demands for coordination and cooperation require interoperability and information exchange between these independently operating information spaces.

This paper describes a federated approach to interconnecting multiple information spaces to enable data interchange. We propose a set of interfaces to facilitate dynamic, runtime discovery and federation of information spaces. We also integrate with the KAoS policy and domain services framework to realize policy-based control over the federation and exchange of information. The key components that have been implemented include a Federation Service that manages the life-cycle of discovering, negotiating, and managing a federation, as well as a Federation Connector, that manages the interconnection, translation, and wire protocols. Our approach allows clients to transparently perform publish, subscribe, and query operations across all the federated information spaces. We have integrated with two existing JBI-compliant implementations – Apollo from the Air Force Research Laboratory and Mercury from General Dynamics.

1. Introduction
Information systems are a key component of any military mission and are essential to ensuring their successful execution. Traditionally, information management was supported by stove-piped systems that were difficult to update, modify, and integrate. As a reaction to this problem, the US Air Force Research Laboratory developed the Joint Battlespace Infosphere (JBI) architecture [1] [2] [3]. JBI is a standardized information management architecture with multiple implementations and provides a flexible publish/subscribe/query model for information management.

The JBI architecture standardizes the interfaces for client applications (CAPI) to facilitate client integration into a JBI implementation. However, military missions often involve multiple nations and multiple forces, with each independent organization normally associated with a separate instance of a managed information space that operates in an independent manner. Such an organization is often required given the different stakeholders and administrative domains. However, the demands for coordination and cooperation require information exchange between these independently operating information spaces.

Federation supports the interconnection of multiple, independently managed information spaces in order to share information. Federation is a key enabling technology for multiple forces of a single nation as well
as coalition forces to be able to cooperate together in support of a mission. This paper describes our approach to federation. We propose a set of interfaces to facilitate dynamic, runtime discovery and federation of infospaces. We also integrate with the KAoS policy and domain services framework to realize policy-based control over the federation and exchange of information. Our approach allows clients to transparently perform publish, subscribe, and query operations across all the federated information spaces.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a short overview of JBI in order to facilitate the discussion of federation. Section 3 presents our overall architecture for federation. Section 4 describes the interfaces for federation. Section 5 presents the notion of federation service contracts and policy-based control. Section 6 presents some initial experimental results. Finally, Section 7 discusses related work and future work.

2. Overview of JBI

The architecture and motivations for JBI are described in detail in [2], which presents a reference model for Information Management. For the purposes of this paper, the essential elements of the JBI architecture are highlighted in Figure 1 below.

An Information Space is may be defined as one instance of a JBI-compliant system, which facilitates exchange of information between clients. A number of clients connect to the system and can behave as producers of information, consumers of information, or both.

![Architecture of a JBI-Oriented Information Management System](image)

Figure 1: Architecture of a JBI-Oriented Information Management System

The system includes both an Information Catalogue, which is a directory of information types known to the system, as well as an Information Repository, which handles the actual data. The Information Repository may optionally archive information for later retrieval using queries. Different implementations of a JBI-compliant system are free to use any approach as long as they comply with the syntax and semantics of the CAPI - the Client API. In the case of Apollo, one of AFRL’s reference implementations of the JBI, the Information Catalogue is called the Metadata Repository (MDR), while the Information
Repository is called the Information Object Repository (IOR). Published data is represented as a Managed Information Object (MIO). Each MIO has a corresponding data type that is registered in the MDR, metadata in the form of an XML document, and a payload. Clients may have standing subscriptions based on the type, with an optional predicate to match against published metadata. If a predicate is specified, it is in the form of an XPATH expression, which can filter out unnecessary MIOs that a client is not interested in receiving. Clients may also execute queries, which results in matching MIOs being retrieved from the IOR and returned to the client.

A client typically connects to one (and only one) Information Space. While it is possible to connect to multiple information spaces, doing so places the onus on the client to discover the information spaces and connect to each one. The client would also need to be authenticated with multiple information spaces, which implies that all of them must have accounts for the client (difficult when there are multiple administrative domains involved). One of the benefits of Federation is to hide the presence of multiple information spaces from the clients. Each client continues to connect to one and only one information space, but has access to all allowed (controlled by policy) information across multiple information spaces.

3. Federation Architecture

The federation architecture supports seamless and secure integration of multiple information spaces, each of which is called a federate. Seamless implies that the architecture supports automatic discovery of and interconnection between federates. The process of federation is transparent to clients, which still connect to their home federate as normal. Secure implies that the federation process is not arbitrary and open. The establishment of federation and exchange of information is controlled via policies. Section 5 describes the role of policies in greater detail.

One important aspect of our federation architecture is that all the federates are peers. Each federate independently manages its connection with other federates. Each federate has its own set of policies that govern the exchange of information with other federates. This approach is logical given that each federate could potentially be in a separate administrative domain. However, we do envision that policies can be established from a single administration point if necessary, using the KPAT policy administration tool (see section 5). For example, consider a coalition operation involving three nations. Each nation controls its own information space via local policies, but the coalition headquarters may also impose policies that apply across all members of the coalition.

Figure 2 below shows our architecture for federation. The shaded boxes represent new component that have been added to the original architecture for an information space. The three major components are: a Federation Service (FS), a Federation Connector (FC), and Dynamic Transformation Components (DTC). Each federate has one instance of an FS. Each federate also has n instances of FCs, where n is the number of other federates that are part of the federation. That is, each FC instance handles the connection to one remote infospace. The DTCs are deployed as needed based on policy requirements.

The Federation Service (FS) handles the problem of redirection, as it manages data exchange between the infosphere and its federates. As a prerequisite for interaction with federates, the manager of a given infosphere can configure its FS with information about other infospaces. This can include a set of policies that specify obligations and constraints on the behavior of the FS.

Note that the FS behaves both in the role of a consumer and producer with respect to other FS instances. In the role of a consumer, the FS will forward queries and predicates to receive remote MIOs whereas in the role of a producer, the FS will forward advertisements and locally produced MIOs to remote infospaces.
4. Federation Interfaces and Implementation

An important aspect of this research effort has been the development of a generic set of interfaces that support federation. After examining the JBI architecture and two different implementations, Apollo from AFRL and Mercury from General Dynamics, we developed the following five key interfaces: IMDService, InfoObjectReceptor, QueryReceptor, PredicateEvaluator, and AdaptationOracle. These interfaces are implemented by various classes as described below. Figure 3 below shows the important components inside the Federation Service.

The IMDService supports all of the operations that one federate may want to execute on another federate. It is implemented by the Federation Service (FS) and is invoked by the local implementation of the information management system (IMS) – for example, Apollo. Each remote federate is represented by an instance of a Remote Federation Service Proxy (RFSP), which also implements the IMDService interface. Each proxy contains an instance of a Federation Connector (FC) and an instance of a Remote Request Handler (RRH), both of which also implement the same interface. The FC handles the network communication with the remote federate. The RRH receives incoming requests from the remote federate and executes them on the local IMS.

Consider the example of handling a new publication from a client. This results in the local information space invoking newPublication() on the FS. The FS invokes newPublication() on each of the active RFSP. If allowed by policy, and if the publication matches a remote subscription, the RFSP invokes newPublication() on the FC, which serializes and transmits the published object to the
remote federate. The RFSP therefore acts as a Policy Enforcement Point (PEP). On the remote side, the FC receives the object and passes it to the RRH, using the newPublication() method again. The RRH on the remote side then injects the published object into the remote information space, where it is delivered to any relevant clients. Information objects are delivered via the InfoObjectReceptor interface, which is implemented by a modification made to the remote information space implementation. The process is inverted when a client of a remote federated publishes an information object that is received by the local federate.

In the case of a remote federate invoking a query, the query is executed by invoking the local IMS via the QueryReceptor interface. While not shown in the figure, the PredicateEvaluator interface is used when a predicate for a remote subscription needs to be evaluated. This is invoked by the RFSP, when a new publication is received, in the cases where a remote subscription has a predicate.

![Figure 3: Federation Interfaces and Federation Service Architecture](image)

The other major components shown in the figure are the Discovery Manager (CM) and the Federation Manager (FM). The DM handles the discovery of remote federates using two options – one based on the Group Manager [4] and the other based on the XLayer cross-layer substrate [5]. The XLayer substrate also provides a monitoring service that maintains detailed statistics and trends regarding the behavior of the network as well as the federation. For example, statistics such as CPU load, bandwidth utilized per connection to each remote federate, and the hit rate of remote predicates.

The final important component in the architecture is the Adaptation Manager (AM) and the AdaptationOracle interface. The AM automatically and dynamically changes the behavior of the federation to adapt to changing runtime conditions. The other components in the FS consult the AM via the AdaptationOracle interface.
Two specific adaptations have been implemented to date. The first adaptation is to handle a CPU-overload situation in the local federate. In such cases, predicate processing for remote subscriptions is suspended temporarily. The subscriptions are sorted based on the hit rate of their predicates and successively disabled until the CPU is no longer overloaded. Turning off local evaluation of remote predicates implies that all publications that match the type are sent to the remote federate. Predicates with a high hit rate (i.e., ones that match a large number of published objects) are selected first since disabling their evaluation increases the bandwidth utilized by the minimum amount possible.

The second adaptation is to handle a network overload situation in the connection with a remote federate. In this case, the adaptation is to temporarily disable remote subscriptions entirely. The subscriptions are chosen based on their priorities, which are specified by the remote clients.

One final point worth noting is that the connections to the remote federates uses the Mockets communications library [6]. Mockets replace TCP sockets and provide the transport capabilities for the FCs. Mockets provide significant performance enhancements in wireless tactical environments by means of specific features such as bandwidth limitation, message replacement, prioritization, and detailed statistics.

The behavior of all the components in the Federation Service is dynamically controllable at runtime via policies. The next section describes the KAoS policy framework and its integration into federation.

5. Federation Service Contracts

One of the keys to coordinated operation of federated infospheres is a comprehensive, semantically-rich, and enforceable service agreement. The privileges and obligations of each infosphere within the federation must be established and monitored for compliance at all times. The service agreement binds all parties to act according to the constraints agreed to by the federation. This approach is absolutely necessary to ensure the proper flow of information through the federation. The KAoS Policy Service with specific extensions, integrated with InfoFed, is used to create and enforce federation contracts.

5.1 Technical Overview of the KAoS Services Framework

KAoS [7], a set of platform-independent services enables people to define policies ensuring adequate security, configuration, predictability, and controllability of both agents and traditional distributed systems. KAoS Domain Services provide the capability for groups of software components, people, resources, and other entities to be semantically described and structured into organizations of domains and subdomains to facilitate collaboration and external policy administration. KAoS Policy Services allow for the specification, management, conflict resolution, and enforcement of policies within domains. KAoS policies distinguish between authorizations (i.e., constraints that permit or forbid some action by an actor or group of actors in some context) and obligations (i.e., constraints that require some action to be performed when a state- or event-based trigger occurs, or else serve to waive such a requirement).

The use of ontology, encoded in OWL (Web Ontology Language, http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-features/), to represent policies enables reasoning about the controlled environment, about policy relations and disclosure, policy conflict resolution, as well as about domain structure and concepts. KAoS reasoning methods exploit description-logic-based subsumption and instance classification algorithms and, if necessary, controlled extensions to description logic (e.g., role-value maps).

KAoS Architecture. Two important requirements for the KAoS architecture have been modularity and extensibility. These requirements are supported through a framework with well-defined interfaces that can be extended, if necessary, with the components required to support application-specific policies. The basic elements of the KAoS architecture are shown in Figure 4; its three layers of functionality correspond to three different policy representations:
**Human interface layer:** This layer uses a hypertext-like graphical interface for policy specification in the form of natural English sentences. The vocabulary is automatically provided from the relevant ontologies, consisting of highly-reusable core concepts augmented by application-specific ones.

**Policy Management layer:** Within this layer, OWL is used to encode and manage policy-related information. The Distributed Directory Service (DDS) encapsulates a set of OWL reasoning mechanisms.

**Policy Monitoring and Enforcement layer:** KAoS automatically “compiles” OWL policies to an efficient format that can be used for monitoring and enforcement. This representation provides the grounding for abstract ontology terms, connecting them to the instances in the runtime environment and to other policy-related information (Figure 4).

![Figure 4: KAoS Policy Services Conceptual Architecture](image)

**KPAT,** a graphical tool, allows specifying, analyzing, and modifying policies at runtime. KPAT hides the complexity of the OWL representation from users.

![Figure 5: Authorization Policy in the KPAT Hypertext Policy Editor](image)
5.2 Controlling Federation

The Federation Service in each of the federate is integrated with the KAoS Guard, which stores policies controlling establishment, lifecycle, information exchange and adaptation of the federations established by this federate. When the new potential federation partner is discovered and the initial connection it established then the given federate sends to its partner federate a set of information:

- List of its properties, such as ownership, mission, security clearance level, location, etc.
- List of metadata types the federate clients potentially intends to subscribe to or query about with importance priority attached to these metadata types,
- Matrix of values indicating preferences for using different possible adaptation methods on the connections between the federates.

Then each federate independently on its side decides, based on its own local policies:

- Whether to establish federation with the remote federate,
- What priority to attach to the given remote federate,
- Estimate based on the current resource utilization for the federation operations and the assigned federate priority how much resources it can devote to server requests from the given federate (express as a percentage of time),
- Further it predicts what metadata type subscriptions or queries it would be able to realistically support for the given federate and sends this information to the remote federate.

During the subsequent exchanges of subscriptions, queries and publication between federates, each operation is examined and consulted with the current policies. They can forbid the given operations or modify it by changing the subscription or query predicate or trimming the metadata information in the published information object being forwarded to the remote federate.

Additionally policies and the agreed adaption matrix control when and which adaptation mechanism are activated when the share of resources used by the given federate exceeds the agreed limit.

The KAoS Guard is controlled (through the KAoS Directory Service) using KPAT, the graphical policy management tool. The KPAT configuration for the control of federation consists of sets of predefined
policy template and polices associated with them (Figure 7). These policies can be easily activated and deactivated. The policy templates are groups into for menus:

- Federation Acceptance Policies,
- Gatekeeping Policies,
- Adaptation Policies,
- Contract Policies.

![Figure 7: Federation Policy Templates in KPAT](image)

6. Experimental Evaluation

The Federation Service has been evaluated to measure the overhead from inserting the Federation Service into the original Apollo-based JBI implementation and the performance of publish, subscribe, and query operations between locally attached clients versus clients attached to remote federates. The results obtained first prove the correctness and completeness of the Federation Service. Second the measured overhead and delays in operations performed across federation are adequate for the new functionality added to the JBI implementation.
The table in Figure 8 shows results of different tests performed with the Federation Service. The Technology column shows the configuration of Apollo used during the test. The subsequent two columns show the time needed to perform publication and subscription of 20100 information objects, with one publisher and either one or two subscribers. The last column shows time needed to perform examples queries.

### 7. Related and Future Work

We are aware of only one other effort related to our work on federating information spaces – the ELSIF project [8]. ELSIF differs from our effort in a number of ways. In ELSIF, the developers treat the federation as something that is managed by a single entity (although the individual federates may be managed independently). In our work, federation is the result of a number of federates independently interconnecting in a peer-to-peer manner. Another major difference is that ELSIF works by wrapping the client API whereas our effort actually integrates the Federation Service into the JBI implementation, such as Apollo or Mercury.

Several interesting aspects of federation remain to be realized. For example, our current implementation works with Apollo and Mercury, which are both enterprise-level information management systems. In the future, we intend to explore federation at the tactical level.

Also, the Federation Service is being redesigned and integrated into the architecture for the next generation JBI – the Phoenix architecture. Phoenix is a services-based redesign of an information management system and will support both tactical environments as well as enterprise-level environments.

Further work is also planned for optimizing and improving the performance of federation and further evaluation, both in a laboratory setting as well as in the field.
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